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If you’re interested in an engaging presentation on the future of retail,  
please contact us at info@ieretail.com. 

We provide an entertaining but highly informative presentation on retail  
trends, to be used as an input to strategy, business reviews, educational  

programs or planning sessions. 
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4 Key Challenges:  
How do we…

A  
differentiated 

offer

Enhance  
our market 

smarts

Develop 
our Retail 

ecosystems

Enhance 
our in store  
experience

x x x

Implication questions  
to consider?

Do you deliver against your planned 

point of difference?

Who knows your customer and 

consumer best – you or the 

competitor?

How are you redefining, building 

and contributing to your retail 

ecosystem?

How many senses do you engage 

in store? When last did you do a 

sensory audit?

We’ve identified 9 retail trends to help 
you stay current in the retail market:  

. Trend 1: Last Mile Innovations 

. Trend 2: Connected Retail

. Trend 3: Health, Wellness and Wellbeing

.  Trend 4: Supply Chain Smarts

. Trend 5: Erosion of the Brand Tax

.  Trend 6: Mutual Curiosity: Occasion  
vs Category vs Brand

. Trend 7: Real CX: Experience/m2

. Trend 8: Friction Free Convenience

. Trend 9: Innovative Retail Models

In the following pages we’ll go into more 
depth for each trend and it’s implications. 
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Trend 1: 
Last Mile Innovations

.... the last hurdle, for now anyway ….

With the advent of Amazon Key, or Walmarts direct to fridge, or any number of 
other Last Mile innovations, the ingredients of the  loyalty program have been 
challenged like never before.

The path to loyalty today is a whirring blend of price, experience, values, 
convenience and simplicity. Customers value Aldi and Wholefoods. Amazon  
and Sephora.

To add to the mix, what millennials hold dear is far from what their parents have 
held dear for years.

With Alphabet Inc’s Wing Aviation getting the okay to start delivering goods  
by drone in April 2019, Google has become the first company to get U.S. air  
carrier certification. When it eventually does happen, add a new challenge to 
traditional loyalty.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

How will you deal with the massive  

demand for intelligent self service - 

navigation, education, information,  

service  - at the POS?

Who do you desire loyalty from, and have 

you defined your Last Mile plan for them?

Do you deliver mobile pay, mobile offer  

in store, pay at the shelf, or any other  

form of instore convenience?

What’s your plan to get product to the 

customer, particularly as you don’t need  

to own the path? 
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Trend 2: 
Connected Retail

.... the unconscious consumer ….

The cost of delivering in store differentiation is scary, but smart partnerships, such 
as B8TA and Lowes, take much of the risk away and allow experts to own a part of 
the collaborative path to the connected home.

The connected house will in turn, transform a home into a fully connected, 
auto-replenished and self functioning zone, and turn the home owner into an 
unconscious consumer, certainly at the commoditized product level. Traditional 
brand’s relevance will be challenged like never before.

From Samsung’s All share control, to Amazon’s Alexa. From interactive glass, to 
LG’s fully connected fridge; there are multiple retailers and suppliers all of whom 
have a vested interest in owning the path into the home, office and more.

Just perhaps, emotionless purchases will be automated, providing more time for 
emotionally-charged or experience-rich purchasing occasions. People will chose 
shopping occasions that are stimulating and experience rich, and leave chores to 
the whims of convenience, price or auto-order.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

What’s your pathway into the home?

Who, or what, is most likely to damage 

your business in the next 3 years?

Which of your existing consumer 

contact points (channels) to market 

will technology open, enhance or 

render uncompetitive?

What’s your presence in the gateway 

to these automated consumption 

channels? Do you own it, rent it, surf it 

or compete with or on it?

How will you build the bench strength 

to control the experience your 

customers have with your brand 

through AI, VR or AR?

Do you have a budget for the 

unfortunate, but expected, 

“innovation decay”?
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Trend 3: 
Health, Wellness  

and Wellbeing

.… the conscious consumer ....

Consumers in the last 5 years have driven wellbeing and retail ethics to 
new highs, and the momentum toward being a better member of your retail 
community is only set to accelerate. 

Wellbeing includes individual motives of community and local support, as well as 
traceability and heritage.

If the brand, retailer or product cannot provide transparent proof of its ethics, it 
may be in for more than simple unwelcome scrutiny, as consumers are far more 
able, and ready, to chose from a wide variety of alternatives online or in store.

While products or ingredients and their source of origin are the first in line, it 
stands to reason that all ripple effects – from working conditions to employment 
practices, climate impact and global wellbeing – all will eventually be subject to 
customer scrutiny at some stage. 

The brand “tax” is being questioned and clean, micro brands, are beating some 
tainted, macro brands to the transparency that shoppers are queuing up to 
understand and support.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

Do we measure our wider  

environmental impact in ways that  

others understand and commend?

Do we, and the products or services  

we sell, pass the traceability test?

What do we do with our waste?

How is our neighbourhood, employee’s 

family, customer and consumer better off 

for us being a part of their ecosystem?

How “clean” are our partners  

and suppliers?

What’s it like to work for us?
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Trend 4: 
Supply Chain Smarts

.... efficiency = market share ....

The bullwhip effect has long been a thorn in the side of many traditional retailers, 
especially those not able to command economic order quantities, but rather 
destined to be at the end of minimum order quantity inefficiencies.

Massive investment by the likes of Amazon, Alibaba and JD in the fulfillment 
centres of the future, and in robotics and AI enabled supply chains, have  
changed this. 

Efficiency in the delivery model, is being achieved through collaborative methods, 
and no longer depend on the retailer to do it all alone. Ocado, Shipt, Uber and 
Instacart provide alternatives to go it alone, and we expect to see many more 
alternatives in this rapidly growing trend.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

How big is your “bullwhip” effect?

What is the cost of supply chain 

inefficiencies on your commercial  

model and our landed pricing?

Are you fit enough to run with  

a CODB 6 pts less?

What’s the margin opportunity  

(to share or not to share) with a 20%  

more efficient supply chain?
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Trend 5: 
Erosion of  

the Brand Tax

.... iLoyalty in a millennial generation ....

The worlds largest FMCG manufacturers have a tough battle to rekindle the value 
of what were once considered timeless brands, in the face of overnight startups 
that appeal to the current generation in ways that are the envy of their parents 
brands. Think Little Rascals v Huggies, or Brandless.com or Amazon’s pop up price 
comparisons online.

Perhaps this is part of the challenge - a survey conducted by US-based Label 
Insight  found that 73 per cent of respondents would spend more on a product 
that offers complete transparency.

But while the mix of what constitutes brand value seems relatively simple, the 
challenge is how to deliver this digitally, on the appropriate media platforms, and in 
navigating the online minefields of social media advertising.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

 

How big is your brand tax?

How well do you score and activate  

LEAD metrics for your brand?

Are you clear on what your brand  

actually says, versus what you think it 

says? And to what consumer segment?

Brand loyalty will be enhanced  

through CX, driven digitally, and   

based on transparency. How do you  

plan to deliver this?
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Trend 6: 
Mutual curiosity: Occasion 

vs Category vs Brand  

.... you want data,  

customers want transparency ….

The question you have to debate is around what should take centre stage; the 
product on the shelf (in a world where anyone can put a product on a shelf), or the 
call for personalization based on trusted and invited knowledge-rich service?

Data, and the insightful use of it, can lead retail stores to be more productive with 
smaller formats, and curated products and services. 

Add to this the changing retail calendar, where last year sales like Black Friday, 
Singles day, cyber Monday etc, have transformed the way we buy.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

What’s the implication of being  

Brand driven vs Category driven  

vs Occasion driven?

In 2 years from now, will you be in a 

position to personally tailor everything 

from experience, service, staff member, 

promotion, price, channel and reward for 

your consumers?

How will you hyper-personalise your 

consumers experience?

Can your staff, your layout and your fixture 

tell the occasion story, instead of the 

category one? Does it need to?
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Trend 7: 
Real CX: Experience/m2

.... feature rich instore experiences,  

where they matter ….

While traditional retail the world over is dealing with new challenges, and large 
stores make way for smaller footprints, smart retailers realize the need to 
completely overhaul the destination store, and streamline the occasion. Many do it 
in breathtaking ways, others create completely new experiences.

Experience/m2 is not a completely new measure.

• Ikea have always taken customers closer to their imagination.

• Story in Manhattan, sell stories.

• B8TA provide retailers and suppliers with interactive partnerships.

• Samsung 837 use some stores to build brand through instore experience.

• Albert Heijn’s herb garden brings a new meaning to fresh.

• HEMA supermarkets provide shopping as a blend of product and service.

• Lowe’s educate through their Holoroom.

Bricks and mortar stores will be a magnet for experience, education and theatre 
selling solutions, not simply product
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

Can you educate in store,  

with knowledge, education and 

engagement? 

When last did you do a sensory audit?

Why is your in-store experience better,  

and does it provide a POD?

If Eataly, as one example, is  

“Eat, shop, learn”,  who are you?
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Trend 8: 
Friction Free Convenience

.... the race to friction free ….

Is your customer’s shopping trip driven by emotion or chore? Are they shopping 
based on a want or a need? 

Retailers are imagining, and in some instances delivering against 2 disparate 
missions. 

The 1st is feature rich, delivered in store, emotion based and ripe with education, 
navigation, exploration and imagination. It’s a place customers want to go, and it’s 
usually delivered in store.

The 2nd is efficient in the extreme, it’s frictionless, delivered online or in store, and 
involves speed and simplicity. It’s a chore customers often don’t want to do, but 
needs doing anyhow.

There is a 3rd option here, a revolution in retail delivery, and possibly one of  
the greatest growth opportunities for brands and retail in the future – the 
subscription model.
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

Are you arranged by category or by 

occasion – this is a HUGE shift in layout? 

Where is the greatest friction in  

your customers’ interactions in stores,  

or online?  

Who and what, should you be  

convenient for? 

What could you sell, if only you  

had it available to sell?

And what of your employees  

– where do they experience friction  

in your business?
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Trend 9: 
Innovative Retail Models

 

.... blending product, service, ownership ….

Reducing margins through price wars is the story of decades, and survival of the 
fittest has meant those who stay the distance are usually great at this game or are 
very lucky at it. But the problem of too many square metres for the same apples, 
has lead retail innovators to develop new retail models. 

Engagement models such as Publix or John Lewis, membership models like Costco, 
direct to consumer stores such as M&M’s or Nespresso, revolutionary ideas such as 
Bonobos, Retail as a Service models such as B8TA, amongst other types of unique 
business models, are challenging existing norms. It shows there is room left for 
great ideas.

Whatever your model of preference, here at ieRetail we have always believed “be 
better at being you, instead of trying to be better at being them”
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What are the 
implications of  

this trend?

Is there an option to include any of the 

above ideas in your business model?

Do any of the “rule changers” hold any 

lessons for you?

Are there expert partners available to  

you, that take you into channels and  

spaces you had not considered?

How, where, what and why should  

you be innovating anyway?
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Just maybe in 2023….

New format retail stores abound, and Retail as 

a Service, subscription retail and partnership 

models increase

1   You’re not exempt from “wellness and wellbeing” and it determines much of 
your success in 2023. Being a good member of your ecosystem is essential

2    “At your service” technologies take big box services to small store conveniences. 
This blend of product and a related service extension blurs the traditional offer 
of “selling stuff”

3   You’re an integral part of the “Internet of Things”, and as a result your store/
brand takes product and service orders from “things” not just people…

4   Voice (Alexa and mates) becomes the next big thing – you shop with your voice, 
not just your eyes and fingers

5   AI and VR is mainstream in stores

6   Your technology will be behind your customers – they will use more, do more, 
see more and become increasingly frustrated with traditional retail’s slow pace 
of delivery 

7   Bricks and mortar will be a thriving shopping experience – but only if you can 
take me one step closer to my imagination

8   Knowledge, Education and Theatre will be a driving force in retail stores, there 
is a higher expectation of staff expertise and knowledge

9   Game changers will destroy inefficient and “grey” retailers or categories at an 
ever increasing pace (Zara, Uber, Air BNB, Netflix, Amazon, Hema)

10   Supply chain robotics deliver speed to market and speed to deliver

11   Organizational leanness and responsiveness will be a crucial attribute – do you 
think you can work in a 6pt lower Cost to Serve model?

12   High Friction companies fold, regularly

13   The traditional promo models of, “x weeks on, x weeks off promotions” will be 
scrubbed in favour of profile and customer centric, personally tailored and 
mobile delivered offers

14   Traceability is key

15   Loyalty is more than a card, it’s surround sound

16   If you haven’t figured out how to sell to millennials…... hmmmm
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Want to  
know more?

If you’re interested in an engaging presentation on the future of 
retail, please contact us at info@ieretail.com. 

We provide an entertaining but highly informative presentation on 
retail trends, to be used as an input to strategy, business reviews, 

educational programs or planning sessions. 
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